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Board of Governors are nominated senior executives from Sun Life Malaysia, Four Seasons,
Bombardier and Consilium Law – Sun Life Malaysia donates office for MCBC.
MCBC aims to:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

•

Host about 4 – 6 networking events per year with support from member companies
Facilitate trade conferences supporting the Canadian High Commission of Canada
Organize Canadian business school visits to member companies in Kuala Lumpur
Answer adhoc enquiries from companies in Canada seeking advice to trade with Malaysia
Interface with other Councils within ASEAN region through monthly teleconferences

MCBC wants to provide a vital business relationship between Canada and Malaysia by:
➢ Expanding our platform with more companies and better technology to connect Canadian and
Malaysian businesses together
➢ Doing our part to grow Malaysia - Canada trade in a significant way
➢ Supporting the full spectrum of members from large corporations to small and medium enterprises
➢ Being the “preferred partner” of the Canadian High Commission in Malaysia for “Select Trade
Activities”
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History of stable government: Democratic Federal system similar to UK and Canada
➢ Historic election in May 2018 – Pakatan Harapan coalition win over Barisan National
➢ Feb 2020 – Tun Dr Mahathir steps down as Prime Minister (PM)
➢ New government formed – Perikatan Nasional, the King appoints PM Muhyiddin Yassin
Covid-19 Response has been highly effective – MCO started 18th March 2020
➢ <10,000 cases with less than 125 deaths – similar population size to Canada
➢ Recovery Movement Control Order in place to 31 August 2020
➢ Non-essential business permitted to start 10th June 2020
➢ Stimulus package C$100 billion targets SMEs and B40 the most
Challenges for Short and Medium Term
➢ Petronas dividend will be lower if low oil prices continue
➢ Stimulus funds will constrain investment into long term infrastructure projects
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Stable rule of Law based on Commonwealth Principles
Ease of doing business
➢ English is the language of business
➢ Skilled workforce, young demographic
➢ Competitive cost structure for office and G&A support
➢ New stimulus program has many tax incentives for investment
Geographic advantage for logistics and transportation. Centrally located in ASEAN, on the
maritime route between China and India.
Multi-cultural expertise which can serve ASEAN region better than most countries
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1. Water / Wastewater Management
2. Clean Energy – the Energy Transition Strategy
3. Infrastructure Projects led by Federal and State Authorities
4. Aerospace / Regional MRO Hub
5. Digital - Fintech and more opportunities
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Malaysia has 13 water companies (each State) and 1 Sewage company
Malaysia Water Association – a NGO comprising of 21 Members interfaces with government – identifies
projects and seeks capex funding
MWA Guidelines will be issued in 1H 2020: 30 Year Masterplan, 3 Year Business Plan
➢ Highest priority is Non-revenue Water (NRW) – water lost before reaching consumer
➢ Seeking high tech low cost solutions and brownfield repair
➢ New projects could be “greenfield” pilot upgrades – clean water and irrigation solutions
➢ Need capex investment partner seeking stable long term rate of return
Indah Water Konstortium – sewage system will require major investment over 30 years
➢ Liquid - convert to 2nd grade water
➢ Solid – fertilizer, biomass
➢ Gas – Energy, reference RM7 million project in Pantai
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Government announced Malaysia Electric Supply Industry (MESI 2.0) in Oct’2020
➢ Malaysia currently generates 169 Mtoe electricity - 83% fossil fuels (43% coal, 39% gas, 1% diesel,
18% hydro)
➢ Renewable energy target 20% by 2025, excluding large hydro above 0.1GW
➢ Requires estimated C$10 billion investment for 10 year
➢ Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) is the largest public-listed power utility company in ASEAN.
MESI 2.0 other initiatives are:
➢ roof top solar technology, net energy metering, large scale solar, feed-in tariff from biogas, biomass,
geothermal and mini hydro.
➢ TNB and GreenTech Malaysia to proliferate growth of charging stations
Petronas is also big piece of the Malaysia Energy strategy
➢ 25% partner in LNG Canada – project cost is C$40 billion with first production 2025
➢ Bintulu Sarawak is one of the largest LNG facilities in the world
➢ New renewable energy division – bought Amplus, leading solar energy provider across India
➢ Ultimately wants to become global provider of clean, reliable, cost effective energy solutions
Sarawak Energy (hydro) and has a partnership with Hydrogenics – hydrogen fuel cells
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Malaysia’s drive to develop and upgrade its infrastructure has resulted in one of the most well-developed
infrastructure among the newly industrialising countries in Asia
➢ Network of highways linking growth centres to seaports and airports
➢ Efficient sea ports – 6 on Peninsula and 1 in Bintulu – two are top 20 container ports in world
➢ International Airports – KLIA and KLIA2 plus 5 more international airports in country
➢ Developed Industrial Parks – over 500 industrial estates and 18 Free Industrial Zones
➢ Specialized Parks available for specialized industries in high tech or R&D
➢ Hi-Tech Telecommunications
Canadian companies have been part of the history of development
➢ Bombardier trains at KLIA and Kelana Jaya Line (LRT) – Largest fleet of Bombardier Innovia trains in
the world.
➢ SNC Lavalin supporting TNB hydro projects for over 30 years.
➢ RWDI provided engineering for the design of the skybridge between the KL Twin Towers
Appendix lists the status of current mega-projects being considered for 2020 and beyond
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• KLIA Aeropolis is a 100sqkm area surrounding KLIA earmarked as an airport city.
• Malaysia is positioning itself as a regional hub for aircraft Maintenance Repair and
Overhaul (MRO)

• Many regions of Malaysian Borneo are only accessible by air.
• Aerial surveillance of Malaysia’s maritime zone is a defense priority.
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Digital – Fintech
➢ 65% of Malaysians have access to mobile internet (smartphone etc.)
➢ Digital wallet used by 7% of population, government incentives pushing towards 50%.
➢ Cashless transactions are growing quickly in KL given the current health crisis.
Agri- Food
➢ Halal Food distribution – Malaysia has one of the most developed halal food sectors in
the world.
Supply Chain Resiliency
➢ Canadian companies that would like to re-align supply chain to improve manufacturing
reliability and quality at a reasonable price point.

“Malaysia’s priority now is to bring in high value-added activities that can help
revive the economy” – Malaysia Investment Development Authority (MIDA)
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East Coast Rail Link (ECRL)
Project is moving ahead with a cost of RM44 bil (down from its initial price tag of RM65.5 bil), with China Communications Construction Company
(CCCC) as the main contractor. As of May 2020, completion rate is 16%.
Pan-Borneo Highway
The federal government is pushing for the project to be sped up in Sabah. Of the 11 packages awarded, physical progress should have been
32% as of May 2020, but it was 21%. The Sabah Public Works Department is in charge of implementing the Sabah portion of the highway.
In Sarawak, the project is under audit to review construction cost following contradicting statements by the federal government and Sarawak
government about overall project cost. As of August 2019, progress stood at 45%.
KL-Singapore High Speed Rail (HSR)
Both governments have agreed to suspend the project until 31 Dec 2020. The Malaysian Government is presently reviewing commercial and
technical changes to the plan to identify cost reduction opportunities. Discussions on the Malaysian side will be lead by MITI Minister Azmin Ali.
Johor Baharu – Singapore Rapid Transit System (RTS)
Deadline for bilateral discussions between the two governments have been extended to 31 July 2020, due to COVID-19. Singapore’s SMRT Corp
and Malaysia’s Prasarana will form a joint-venture as the operating company. Both sides are optimistic that discussions can be concluded by 31
July.
Penang Transport Master Plan (PTMP)
The Penang State Government expects to enter into a formal agreement with its project delivery partner, SRS Consortium, this month once
technical aspects of the project have been decided. After the agreement is signed, SRS will continue with the second stage of the infrastructure
project which includes the design works, calling for tender, evaluation of tender and appointment of contractors. Total project cost is estimated at
RM46 bil.
Klang Valley Mass Rapid Transit Line 3 (KVMRT 3)
This project is presently under review. Analysts do not expect the revival of this project in the short-term, but it will likely be included in the 12th
Malaysian Plan (2021-25) to be announced early next year.
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Premier Corporate League

Corporate

Soon Soon Group

Dragonfire Solutions
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